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Altair and the light of Power
“In the near future, the last humans survive by taking refuge in Antarctica, in a mega city ruled
with an iron fist and surrounded by four districts that supply it with energy and food. The city
was sealed off with strong glass and metal to keep it safe from any danger, but right now,
resources have started to run low. Altair, a young man who is about to come of age, is faced
with great challenges: discovering the origin of his strange abilities, fighting for freedom, and
finding the way to the natural restoration of the planet in one place. called Sawken Kreen "

"Altair and the Light of Power" is a science fiction and fantasy children's Graphic Novel for
young readers that takes the mythology of the Selknam and Patagonia to present it in an
entertaining and dynamic way through drawing, digital comic and a game promotional for
smart phones. The story is made up of 6 independent 36-page chapters. each one, a deluxe
compilation and a 36-page special edition that edits the sketches produced for the novel.
Illustrator & History: Luis E. Saavedra
Adaptation & Script: Christian Morales
Editorial: Altair Films
ISBN: 978-956-362-719-0
Format: Rustic Paper Type: Enamelled, couche
Page: 30 pp
Dimensions: 22x22
Weight:
Genre: Science Fiction
Rights available: For all language
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riXSiW-aMwk
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Altair and the light of Power
“Insurrection”
After months, Altair and the inhabitants of Dome City find themselves in the
Sawken Kreen after having fled from the yoke to which they were subjected
by the Supreme Order, a totalitarian government that kept them stunned in a
controlled freedom. From this new place, where nature has begun its
reestablishment, Altair narrates the beginning of the insurrection against the
Order started by Los Serpientes Blancas, a group of soldiers inhumanly
subjected to various genetic tests in order to transform them into an elite
group . The Earth has begun to flourish in freedom.
Illustrator & History: Luis E. Saavedra
Adaptation & Script: Christian Morales
Editorial: Altair Films
ISBN: 978-956-404-116-2
Format: Rustic Paper Type: Bond
Page: 40 pp
Dimensions: 22x22
Weight:
Genre: Science Fiction
Rights available: For all language
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T10wyaYQ6-0
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Phoibos: The Integral
After awakening from a temporary coma, the astronaut and
scientist, Dr. Duncan finds himself adrift in space. The
objective is only one: Survive.

Author:
Diego Frias
Illustrations:
Diego Frias
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Rustic Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 120 pp
Dimensions: 150x260x6mm
Weight: 192g
Genre: Adventure, Fiction, Scifi
Rights available: For all language
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Space justice: new beginnings
STILES (Special Tactics, Investigation and Legal Expertise
Squad) is an anti-crime agency specialized in several cases. In
planet Sansara, law is kept thanks to highly trained agents’
efforts.
In the plot, agents Anisha Seubert and Eileen Haas work on an
information theft case that leads to something larger than
they expected. Something that may even compromise STILES
itself.
Author:
Deyvison Manes
Netho Diaz
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-033-3
Format: Color In Matte Couché
Pages: 144 pp
Dimensions: 17x26 cm
Weight: 450g
Genre: Adventure, Science Fiction, Police
Rights available: For all language
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Adagio
In 2067, an app/social network called ADAGIO lets its users post their dreams
online - live or recorded.
It is the end of entertainment as we know it. There are no more movies, TV
series or online videos, all people watch are each other’s dreams.
When young Kaya Muniz experiments a synthetic drug and broadcasts her
first live lucid dream, she creates a new gender inside the app – horror.
The fame she wanted so much comes as a heavy flow of likes and shares, but
when you chose to have nightmares every night, what happens to your mind
and your feelings? What is the price you would have to pay?
Author:
Felipe Cagno
Sara Prado
Brao
Natalia Marques
Deyvison Manes
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-035-7
Format: Color In Shiny Couché
Pages: 112 pp
Dimensions: 17x26 cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Comics
Rights sold: English
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CHAJNANTOR
ALBOR is the most important astronomical project in history
and seeks to discover the origin of the universe and
understand how everything that exists was created. Towards
the year 2032, many groups have realized that the discoveries
that ALBOR is making are dangerous and can change the
meaning of life and the reasons for our existence.
Government and religious groups will try to prevent ALBOR
from further discovering information. For that, ALBOR has the
ARCANTES, a group of young people from different tribes of
the world who will defend the search for the origin of the
universe.
Author:
Pablo Monreal
Illustrations:
Pablo Monreal
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-0-8
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 130pp
Dimensions:
Weight:
Genre: Action, science fiction
Rights available: For all language
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The Path of the Wanderer:
CONFESSOR
A priest assists a parishioner who is willing to confess his sins,
but the routine that seems normal takes a turn when the dark
character begins to reveal a sinister past.

Author:
German Valenzuela
Illustrations:
Danny Jimenez
Javier Bahamonde
Cristian Perez Bolton
Alonso Molina
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: 978-956-946-403-4
Format: Rustic Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 44 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x6mm
Weight: 143g
Genre: Drama, Fiction, Historical, Suspense
Rights available: For all language
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The Path of the Wanderer:
SINS
The stories of two very opposite people on a collision course:
an idealistic young woman looking for the truth and a man
with a stormy past looking for those responsible for the
massacre at the Santa Maria school in Iquique.
Author:
German Valenzuela
Carlos Urquieta
Illustrations:
Fabian Saez
Luis Inzunza
Sebastian Lizana
Cristian Docolomansky
Danny Jimenez
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: 978-956-779-800-1
Format: Rustic Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 44 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x12mm
Weight: 421g
Genre: Drama, Fiction, Historical, Suspense
Rights available: For all language
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The Path of the Wanderer:
CALVARY
The origin of hatred and violence dates back to the historical
past of Chile. The consequences of these events will lead to a
meeting in the middle of the field that will define the future of
its protagonists.
Author:
German Valenzuela
Illustrations:
Gaspar Ortega
Jaime Castro
Claudio Muñoz
Danny Jimenez
Cristian Docolomansky
Danny Jimenez
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: 978-956-779-801-8
Format: Rustic Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 80 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x10mm
Weight: 232g
Genre: Drama, Fiction, Historical, Suspense
Rights available: For all language
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Injustice I
A photograph and a memory takes us back to Barcelona in the
90s, two brothers live dissimilar lives that somehow drag
them into a voragine of hopelessness and violence.

Author:
Cristian Docolomansky
Illustrations:
Cristian Docolomansky
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 20 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x2.5mm
Weight: 73g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Police, Suspense
Rights available: For all language
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Injustice II
Continuation of the story of the pair of brothers, with
opposing visions of what is their reality, their past, their
present and possibly their dark future.

Author:
Cristian Docolomansky
Illustrations:
Cristian Docolomansky
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 20 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x2.5mm
Weight: 73g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Police, Suspense
Rights available: For all language
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Who killed Caixeta?
Caixeta was a famous and very controversial youtuber that
died in mysterious circumstances. With a twist-packed plot,
this comic book discusses, among other topics, prejudice,
freedom of expression, hate speech, sexism and intolerance.
Anyway, who is guilty?
Author:
Rainer Petter
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-017-3
Format: Colored In Matte Couche
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 26x16 cm
Weight: 350g
Genre: Comic
Rights available: For all language
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Fire and Steel: SAMURAI
A Japanese peasant witnesses the consequences of a bloody
battle, condemned to die has one last job to do, but the
encounter with a samurai warrior will change his chances.

Author:
Claudio Muñoz
Illustrations:
Claudio Muñoz
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Historical
Rights available: For all language
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Fire and Steel: BERZERKER
Love or duty? A young Berzerker warrior must make the
decision that will change the fate of his regent's hosts.
Memories of beautiful moments in the past will return to him
at a key moment in his life.

Author:
Claudio Muñoz
Illustrations:
Claudio Muñoz
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Historical
Rights available: For all language
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Devil Crusher 1/3
Ivan Bronco is a troubled boy, somewhat disenchanted and
rebellious. But everything has a reason: it has the ability to
see demons. And as a result of that, they expel him from
school ... because it is full of them.

Author:
Felipe Suanes
Illustrations:
Felipe Suanes
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 36 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 123g
Genre: Action, Adventure, Fiction, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Devil Crusher 2/3
After achieving revenge, Ivan's problems only increase. The
demons know of his existence and capabilities and for worse
... His mother found him a school!

Author:
Felipe Suanes
Illustrations:
Felipe Suanes
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 36 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 123g
Genre: Action, Adventure, Fiction, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Hunters 1
During the 70s, a group composed of 3 extravagant characters
began the search for eternal life embodied in a man: Lazaro.

Author:
Victor Abarca
Illustrations:
Victor Abarca
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Police, Scifi
Rights available: For all language
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Cursed Land: Agatha
And the world finally burned, and from the ashes arose
grotesque and violent beings willing to do anything to have
some power. And there in the middle Agatha is looking for
something that for many is a risk: bringing a healthy child into
the world.
Author:
Martin Brush
Illustrations:
Martin Brush
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Scifi, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Cursed Land: Molotov
What if you lose what you love the most? Molotov begins a
frantic search in search of the woman he loves traveling
through a tribal society that will only hinder him. Everything
in the middle of the cursed land.

Author:
Martin Brush
Illustrations:
Martin Brush
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Action, Drama, Fiction, Scifi, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Elysium: a jorney to hell
BRAZIL IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR!
When sent to Italy to fight the troops of Nazifascism, the
young Eliseu and his brothers in arms were faced with a
country in ruins.
All the horror and misery caused by the war become the
routine of these Brazilian soldiers, marking their lives forever.
Author: Renato Daimasc
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-050-0
Format: Softcover Color Pages In Couche
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 19x28 cm
Weight: 420g
Genre: Action, History
Rights sold: English
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PRAT LETTER
Detectives, detectives, detectives. A student is threatened with
death after receiving a letter. This is the story of Emilio, a student
who is able to know what you feel and think just by looking at the
gestures of your face and body, as if reading your mind, but in
reality, it is from the environment and your bodily contradictions, he
is a postman-detective. Cops, muggers, students, hackers and more
hackers, connect in a dramatic police story that aims to show the
best and worst of human beings.
Author:
Pablo Monreal
Illustrations:
Pablo Monreal
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: :
Carta Prat Vol. 1: 978-956-951-912-3
Carta Prat Vol. 2: 978-956-951-919-2
Carta Prat Vol. 3: 978-956-951-920-8
Carta Prat Vol. 4: 978-956-951-921-5
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps
Pages: 150pp
Dimensions: 11,5x17,5 cm
Weight:
Genre: Action, suspense, drama
Rights available: For all language
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FIELD STOPPER!!
Joy is a field hockey athlete looking to reach the world
tournament and follow the path of her mother, a professional
"Stopper". She thus she joins the rookie team "Degú" in the
Avellanillo club, with her new teammates she will seek to find
her own path.
Author:
Gabriela Gutiérrez
Illustrations:
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-6134-00-8
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 124pp
Dimensions: 13x19 cm
Weight:
Genre: Sport, Drama
Rights available: For all language
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Fears: Internal Enemies
4 horror stories that can happen to anyone and anywhere ...
inside their minds and the terrible effects that make them
victims, or are they perpetrators?

Author:
German Valenzuela
Javier Bustos
Illustrations:
Sebastián Lizana
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Drama, Fiction, Horror, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Fears: Dystopias
4 horror stories in a world possible? Is something or someone
behind the horror? Horror may be around the corner
perhaps? Or has it been with us for centuries?

Author:
German Valenzuela
Illustrations:
Sebastián Lizana
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Drama, Fiction, Horror, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Fears: Infants
3 horror / suspense stories where children are the
protagonists ... but are children innocent? Or is it that each
one hides something powerful and sinister that cannot be
controlled?

Author:
Valentina Arenas
Illustrations:
Jaime Ojeda
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Drama, Fiction, Horror, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Dionysus
First Brazilian Graphic Novel made entirely in 3D Art by the
filmmakers Pedro Zimmermann and Jerri Dias.
Adriano Ferri is a detective that makes a living uncovering
happy marriages. Marcela is his friend that dreams os being a
great dancer. Terpsichore Dance-Theater Group comes to
town showing The Bacchantes. But the group also wants to
bring something other than the show. Adriano and Marcela
will discover that some legends are true.
Author:
Jerri Dias
Pedro Zimmermann
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-17-6
Format: Hard Cover Color In Couche Paper
Pages: 114 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 750g
Genre: Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Belladonna
The story happens in two worlds: the real world and, where
most of the story occurs, the nightmare world.
In this nightmare world, Samantha is constantly chased by
spirits that torment her and clearly want to hurt her, but all
this has a sinister purpose that will take her to a journey with
moments of resilience, discovery, euphoria, depression and
violence.
Author:
Ana Recalde
Denis Mello
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-20-6
Format: Colored In Matte Couche
Pages: 200 pp
Dimensions: 18,5x30 cm
Weight: 800g
Genre: Suspense, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Terrible Nightmares
A Horror RPG based on the
Belladonna universe
Horror, despair, insanity. The most profound and subconscious
human fears are fed by Nightmares, not only projections of our
minds, but voracious entities that influence Our World directly.
In this game, the protagonists are called the Dreamers, since they
can feel the presence of Nightmares in Our World, as they
manipulate lies, causing horror, violence and damnation to society.
On the other hand, when they meet in Nightmare World, they aren’t
only spectators, but they have Powers to defend themselves and act
in different Dominions of this world.
Author:
Jorge Valpacos
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-017-3
Format: B/W in Lux Cream
Pages: 120 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 500g
Genre: Suspense, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Paranormal Archives
Paranormal Archives is a urban fantasy table-top RPG that
puts you and your friends in trained investigators’ shoes, who
are working for an Agency responsible for investigating
strange Phenomena. You have a complete game manual, with
everything you need for beginner and experienced players to
deal with aliens, ghosts, monsters and other dimensional
Caos – and whatever else your imagination desires.
Author:
Jorge Valpacos
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-019-7
Format: B/W in Lux Cream
Pages: 216pp
Dimensions: 16x23 cm
Weight: 440g
Genre: Fantasy, Investigation, Supernatural
Rights available: For all language
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Reapers
Reapers is a table-top RPG about trained assassins. In each
playthough, a victim is revealed and the players must create a
plan to undertake them, obeying their death enclave’s
designs.
Prepare to lead a fight between life and death, a conflict that
will get your hands filthy as you carry the weight of being the
worst version of yourself to go on.
Author:
Jorge Valpacos
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-055-5
Format: B/W in Offset
Pages: 184pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Murder, Police
Rights available: For all language
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Poyejali: The Story of Yuri
Gagarin
The life of the first Cosmonaut in history in a story of learning
and growth. Young Yuri since he was a child shows that all his
experiences will serve to be the first to reach space.

Author:
German Valenzuela
Illustrations:
Soledad Pozo
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 24 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 88g
Genre: Biographical, Drama, Fiction, Historical
Rights available: For all language
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The Marriage of Heaven
and Hell
At the end of the 18th century, the English poet and engraver William Blake contacted a
powerful demon. The infernal creature, then, revealed to him the Wisdom of Hell and
the way it could be passed down from generation to generation by using copper plates,
corrosive acids and singular inks. Centuries later, the fates of a tormented hitman, a
luxury call girl, a corrupt spiritual leader, and a visionary artist merge into a retelling of
the Blakean illuminated book. Here, you will find blood, desire and revenge.
Written by Eneias Tavares (Brasiliana Steampunk and Full Steam Punks!) and illustrated
by Fred Rubim (Cão Negro and Le Chevalier), this graphic novel draws from the William
Blake original and Quentin Tarantino aesthetics to present the urban savagery of São
Paulo in a plot full of pop references, intense colors and fiery conflicts!
Author:
William Blake
Enéias Tavares
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-042-5
Format: Hardcover Color Pages In Offset
Pages: 128 pp
Dimensions: 16x23 cm
Weight: 500g
Genre: Police
Rights sold: English
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The Black Hound’s Heart
Tales of the Black Hound vol. I
Anrath, the irish mercenary known as “Black Hound of Clontarf” is a
tormented man. Born Gaelic, he was raised by Vikings. His destiny
made him a renegade, a worrier condemned to wander between
two cultures, belonging to neither.
Hired by the mysterious Englishman to find a medallion called “Heart
of Tadg”, Anrath is involved in a web of vengeance and betrayal that
will take him directly to the hands of Ild Vuur, the Viking, forcing him
to confront horrors beyond space and time.
Author:
Cesar Alcazar
Fred Rubim
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-55-8
Format: Color In Matte Couche
Pages: 64 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Rights sold: English
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The Black Hound’s Song
Tales of the Black hound vol. 2
A year after defeating the viking Iild Vuur and a monster from
immemorial eras, Anrath, the Black hound, is now
commanding his own ship. Next to Aella, the worrier, and
Rorik, the saxon giant, he sails on to a new dangerous mission
in Iceland, that will result in a new clash with viking thieves.
But this battle will end up putting Anrath in the claws of a
seductive and mortal mythological creature.
Author:
Cesar Alcazar
Fred Rubim
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-96-1
Format: Color In Matte Couche
Pages: 64 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Rights available: For all language
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Le Chevalier: Secret Files
France leads the Industrial Revolution in a steampunk world
and the spy Chevalier is the main agent of the Bureau
Intelligence Operations Central, protecting the French Empire
from its enemies.
In two stories filled to the brim with adventure, spying and
twists, Chevalier and Persa, his dirty-mouthed companion,
need to capture a serial killer and disperse a conspiracy that
threatens all the delicate balance of European politics.
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Fred Rubim
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-82-4
Format: Color In Matte Couche
Pages: 64 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 330g
Genre: Espionage
Rights available: For all language
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Le Chevalier at the Mountains
of Madness
The greatest French heroes face the terrible Peace Avenger to save the world!
In a time when France commands the Industrial Revolution, Le Chevalier and Persa, his loyal squire,
must overcome their differences with old enemies to fight their wicked adversary's blackmail. The
world nations raise their battle flags when warships are attacked and treason accusations become
heralds of a soon-to-come war.
Irene Adler, the famous Committee thief, recruits the French agents for one last chance at capturing
their true enemy and avoiding the war. But not everything is what is seems. The investigations go on to
a terrible scenery and, at the ends of Antarctica, the adventurers are forced to follow the steps of an
ancient Miskatonic University expedition. In this cryptic desert of ice and death, they must face their
worst nightmares at the Mountains of Madness.
Inspired by the work of H.P. Lovecraft (At the Mountains of Madness), Edgar Alan Poe (The Narrative of
Arthur Gordon Pym) and Julio Verne (The Ice Sphinx), this volume shows the adventures of the greatest
heroes of a Victorian Steampunk world in an action and mystery-packed narrate.
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Fred Rubim
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-029-6
Format: Color In Matte Couche
Pages: 64 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Espionage
Rights sold: English
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Destiny Defiers
Fighting for Control
The Falkland Islands are immersed in a bloody territorial dispute between two
kingdoms: Lemuria and Atlantis.
Several innocent lives have been taken during the conflict, including gorgs, the original
inhabitants of the land. Lead by the mysterious Lune Lefevre, a team is quickly set up: an
indestructible woman, an eccentric genius who used his own brain in an automaton
experiment, a half-atlantic
billionaire, and a man trained in combat arts of all of America’s indigenous tribes. From
the midst of this improbable group may appear the solution to end the conflict or the
event that will bring even more destruction than the territorial dispute.
“Destiny Defiers: Fighting for Control” is an adventure where ancient god’s magic and
forgotten monsters meet gears and automatons from minds ahead of their time.
Author:
Felipe Castilho
Mauro Fodra
Mariane Gusmao
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-028-9
Format: Color In Matte Couche
Pages: 64 pp
Dimensions: 19x28 cm
Weight: 310g
Genre: Adventure, Magic
Rights sold: English
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Jump
A Steampunk Adventure
If you were made of fire,Would you be afraid of rain?
Once upon a time there was a city where every one was made of
fire. One day, it started raining and they all ran away to the
mountains, where they got lost and ended up building a new city.
The book tells the story of Nü, one of the inhabitants of this
underground city, and how an accident can change the lives of all
those who live there.
Jump is a steampunk fantasy that approaches complicated subjects
like power abuse and stigma. It can be read as a reinterpretation of
Plato’s Cave Myth, about how people interact with the unknown
that overwhelms their comfort zone.
Author: Rapha Pinheiro
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-003-6
Format: Color In Matte Couché
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Adventure
Rights available: For all language

47

Silas
Silas is the story of a police captain in an underground
steampunk city where everyone is made of fire. Suffering
from an accident that made him mute as a child, Silas is
forced to live a life that was imposed on him – until the day
he meets someone who can change the way he sees the
world.

Author: Rapha Pinheiro
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-030-2
Format: Color In Matte Couché
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 500g
Genre: Adventure
Rights available: For all language
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Born Cartolla
Galla Cartolla is a mysterious magical traveller, whose luggage is
simply a hat. Lost around the world, her journey gets to a crucial
stop when she finds Terry MAC Éan, a blind boy who was a victim of
the most feared magical creature: the absurd Shadow. She heals
Terry with her magic blood, bringing back his sight. Promising to
show him several different places across the world, they take a short
trip, but one that changes the magical world’s balance.
Tied to great decisions, influenced by unfathomable yearnings,
Cartolla rises back to the traveller’s universe to avoid its total
decline, while Terry, seeing a new world, wishes to abandon his
human form and turn into a traveller. Magical creatures,
revolutionary magical organisations, miraculous hats, everything
goes in the magical world of Born Cartolla.
Author: Levi Tonin
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-020-3
Format: B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 408 pp
Dimensions: 16x23 cm
Weight: 620g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Rights available: For all language
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Ed & Pierre:
the red book mystery
Ed and Pierre are inseparable friends. Alicia is a very strange
girl.This is the perfect ingredient to spark fear in Pierre,
curiosity in Ed, and cause lots of trouble.
A mysterious red book, a world full of adventure, magic,
action and suspense, as well as a touch of humor
Author:
Lucy Silva
Regina Mara Conrado
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-02-7
Format: B/W in Polen Bold
Pages: 112pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 200g
Genre: Adventure and Mystery
Rights available: For all language
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Failed
While a well-known comics car goes through a creative void, a
call will turn his world around, a boy named Sergio will take
him out of his boxes and make him question how he does his
job.

Author:
Claudio Rocco and The Unnamed Workshop
Illustrations:
Claudio Rocco and The Unnamed Workshop
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Rustic Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 56 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x2.5mm
Weight: 178g
Genre: Drama, Experimental, Dark Humor, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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Positive Messages with
Pinches of Aggression
The title of the book is Positive Messages with Pinches of
Aggression and do you still need a synopsis to understand what
it's about? Seriously? So okay, here's what you need to know:
This book contains Positive Messages with Pinches of Aggression
because you only understand when you're embarrassed, right?

Author: Leticia Pusti
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-73-7
Format: Couché
Pages: 120 pp
Dimensions: 21x21 cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Self help, Humor
Rights available: For all language
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WOLUCITA
"WOLUCITA is a comic artist who dreams of becoming a
professional in the industry. Thus, she works at the WOLU
publishing house together with her colleagues Ulow and
Louw with whom she will share her dream and passion for
comics."

In the new arc our protagonists will attend her first big comic
event, with 20 completely new pages.
Author:
Gabriela Gutiérrez
Illustrations:
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-9-1
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Full Color
Pages: 80pp
Dimensions: 11,5x17,8 cm
Weight:
Genre: Comedy
Rights available: For all language
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Brief History of the Cartoon
in Chile
A brief review of the history of the comic strip in Chile from
the beginning of the 20th century to the present. Going
through all the historical / political / economic / social
milestones that involve our history in drawings and cartoons
... And in Cartoon!
Author:
German Valenzuela
Illustrations:
Claudio Rocco
Editorial: Ariete
ISBN: n/a
Format: Staple Cover Color / Interior B/W
Pages: 28 pp
Dimensions: 185x260x3mm
Weight: 102g
Genre: Biographical, Educational, Fictional, Historical
Rights available: For all language
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BITTER COFFEE VOL. 1
South America, 1939. Domingo Ramírez has lost everything,
his family, his job and his happiness. All you have left are
debts to pay. Although Domingo's future looks worse than
death itself, he decides to go ahead and search for his "light
of hope", which appears even in the darkest and most
complicated situations, but the shape of that light was not
what he expected…
Author:
Pía Prado Bley
Illustrations:
Pía Prado Bley
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-3-9
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 13,6x21 cm
Weight:
Genre: Drama and Comedy
Rights available: For all language
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BITTER COFFEE VOL. 2
"Domingo's misfortunes do not end. Auguste
Chevalier disappears, and in his place occur more
mysteries and memories full of pain and nostalgia"
Author:
Pía Prado Bley
Illustrations:
Pía Prado Bley
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-5-3
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 112pp
Dimensions: 13,6x21 cm
Weight:
Genre: Drama, Comedy and Mystery
Rights available: For all language
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BITTER COFFEE VOL.3
"Auguste Chevalier's past is revealed and the mystery of the
Jordana family turns even darker. However, Domingo's
outlook becomes more hopeful, or at least that's what he
hopes."

Author:
Pía Prado Bley
Illustrations:
Pía Prado Bley
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-5-3
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 122pp
Dimensions: 13,6x21 cm
Weight:
Genre: Drama, Comedy and Mystery
Rights available: For all language.
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BITTER COFFEE VOL.4
"Graciela Gaza and Josefa Jordana unite in the search for the
real murderer of José Jordana, but both do not expect what
lies behind the door of truth.“
Author:
Pía Prado Bley
Illustrations:
Pía Prado Bley
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-5-3
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 108pp
Dimensions: 13,6x21 cm
Weight:
Genre: Drama, Comedy and Mystery
Rights available: For all language
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BITTER COFFEE VOL.5
"The end of Bitter Coffee. Volume that concludes the entire
story and that reveals the true culprit of the murder of José
Jordana, as well as the fate of each of the characters“
Author:
Pía Prado Bley
Illustrations:
Pía Prado Bley
Editorial: WOLU
ISBN: : 978-956-09410-7-7
Format: Rustic Print With Flaps/Black and White
Pages: 240pp
Dimensions: 13,6x21 cm
Weight:
Genre: Drama, Comedy and Mystery
Rights available: For all language
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Rites opd Passage vol. 1:
When we`re simblings
Italo and Érika made a promise: they would be simblings from
the first day of school. Although it is easy to convince your
colleagues, the distance between the two grows every day
and the gaps in this relationship give rise to dangerous
feelings...
Author: Lucas Marques
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-58-4
Format: P/B Polen Soft
Pages: 144 pp
Dimensions: 14x20 cm
Weight: 200g
Genre: Comic, Drama, Slice of Life
Rights available: For all language
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The book of Boats
The Book of Boats tells the story of the year in which – without
saying anything to anyone – I decided to take the big leap and
prepare my sailboat to go out into the world. In which I describe the
ridicule and antics of an inexperienced commander who did not
even know how to laugh at his mistress. Worse: someone learning
by leaps and bounds that changing their lives is possible, but there is
no magic. And how, in the end, I found myself in peace. A peace I've
never had before. The peace of finding yourself at home on this big,
beautiful and confusing planet of ours.
Author: Marsal
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-70-6
Format: P/B Polen Soft
Pages: 144 pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 200g
Genre: Comic, Travel
Rights available: For all language
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Table 44
Everybody has a bar story to tell. Table 44 is a collection of
these stories, written and drawn at the bar, after a year and a
half going to the same place and sitting at the same table
every Saturday.
All of these are true stories, heard or lived while having a
beer.
This book is the result of the author’s Masters of Fine Arts in
Communication Technologies and Languages at ECO UFRJ. His
work covers the difficulties of making comic books in loco.
Author: Rapha Pinheiro
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-043-2
Format: Color In Offset
Pages: 152 pp
Dimensions: 16x23 cm
Weight: 480g
Genre: Comic, Daily Life
Rights available: For all language
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Hollow
A divorced man, living with depression and anxiety, has a
miserable life. Haunted by his passed, he is drowned in a well
of melancholy and despair from which he cannot get out.
However, after a sleepless night, he starts having strange
hallucinations. Now he must face his own ghosts.

Author:
Joao Vitor Palermo
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-032-6
Format: Color In Lux Cream
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 16x23 cm
Weight: 230g
Genre: Comic
Rights available: For all language
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The Childhood of Brazil
The Childhood of Brazil is a journey through the different
ways of being a child during five centuries of Brazilian history.
In his new work, the award-winning comic artist José Aguiar
looks to the past to think about our present. Here, he takes
the reader on a ride through Brazilian history discovering the
past in the most important phase of life: childhood. Here, it is
shown though specific moments in the lives of Brazilian
children during more than five hundred years, since the
beginning of our country colonization to the present day.
Author:
José Aguiar
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-92-3
Format: Colored In Matte Couche
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 21x28 cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Historical Fiction
Rights available: For all language
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The Digital Enemy
an interactive unofficial
MINECRAFT adventure
A corrupted character with a revenge-wish plans to destroy
Minecraft! Devious_David removed the mother-rock, the
base of all the game’s surface and created a void that is
growing and devouring everything around it. Now, Steve and
his friends need your help to fight the forces of evil and save
the virtual world. Only you can detain this terrible villain and
stop Minecraft from disappearing forever. Part story, part
game, The Digital Enemy is a different kind of book – here,
YOU are the hero!
Author:
Athos Beuren
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-83-1
Format: B/W in Lux Cream
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 320g
Genre: Games
Rights available: For all language
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Tee Rex: Spoilerphobia
Tee Rex is a nerd dinosaur exploring new fantastic worlds
from the books she collects. To survive pre-history, she fights
prejudices, bullies and terrible SPOILERS.
Hop on this trip though time to an era when dinosaurs
dominated the Earth and finding an uncrumpled comic book
was an infinite war.
Author:
Marcelli Ibaldo
Marcel Ibaldo
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-034-0
Format: Colored In Offset
Pages: 96 pp
Dimensions: 21x14 cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Comic
Rights available: For all language
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The Clock Ghost
A very colorful interactive story. In charming and imaginative
verses. A ghost called Bubblegum. Ready to get messy.
Author:
Athos Beuren
Illustrations: n/a
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-041-8
Format: B/W in Couche Paper
Pages: 72pp
Dimensions: 21x21 cm
Weight: 310g
Genre: Infantile
Rights available: For all language
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Decorate this Diary
Decorate this Diary is an activity book for girls from 8 to 80
years old, with tasks that will turn it into a true memory
album.
The book has more than 80 tasks in double pages, all of them
illustrated by (Aventuras de sir Holland, o bravo).
Author:
Sandra Fayet
Illustrations:
Zambi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-23-7
Format: B/W in Polen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 330g
Genre: Infantile
Rights available: For all language
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Pet Diary: Dog Edition
Pet Diary: Dog Edition is an activity book for all dog owners
who love their pet. Through happy and fun activities, the
complete book will be a life-long souvenir of this beautiful
friendship.
The book has more than 80 tasks in double pages, from the
same authors of Decorate this Diary.
Author:
Sandra Fayet
Illustrations:
Zambi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-66-4
Format: B/W in Polen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 330g
Genre: Infantile
Rights available: For all language
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Pet Diary: Cat Edition
Pet Diary: Cat Edition is an activity book for all cat owners
who love their pet. Through happy and fun activities, the
complete book will be a life-long souvenir of this beautiful
friendship.
The book has more than 80 tasks in double pages, from the
same authors of Decorate this Diary.
Author:
Sandra Fayet
Illustrations:
Zambi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-54470-05-0
Format: B/W in Polen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21 cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Infantile
Rights available: For all language
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Guava’s Gang
Just like a guava fruit, a child’s head is full of idea seeds. In
this book you will find lots of them.
Author:
Sandra Fayet
Illustrations:
Júlio Magah
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: : 978-85-5447-054-8
Format: Colored in Matte Couche
Pages: 48pp
Dimensions: 21x25 cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Infantile
Rights available: For all language
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Toucan Tunico in the
Amazon
Toucan Tunico decides to leave the forest to get to know the
rest of the Amazonian area. Travel with him to get to know
the Parintins party, Manaus, where the Amazon river meets
the sea, the native Brazilians and so much more. The book is
all illustrated in water colors by Tamie Gadelha (Alice in the
Badland), who lives in the area.
Author:
Ana Orsi
Illustrations:
Tamie Gadelha
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: : 978-85-67901-25-1
Format: Colored in Matte Couche
Pages: 40pp
Dimensions: 28x21 cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Infantile
Rights available: For all language
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PIKININI
The southern lands of Chile, at the end of the 19th century, were the ideal place to
settle down, with new opportunities for many adventurers, and also for those who were
fleeing from poverty and hunger. To this last group belongs the young frenchwoman
Clementina Fidret Bonard and her family, who arrived at Punta Arenas in 1894. But their
illusions immediately collide when they find a helpless village, with muddy streets,
intense cold and only extreme jobs to survive. But not only that. They were also
spectators of a cruel and merciless history: the slaughter of the Selk'nam people. When
you read this poignant work, inevitably, the cry of those Selk'nam women remains in
you, wounded, sullied, bleeding, crying out for their lost children: Pikinini! Pikinini!
This book won the award for best book in the category of Illustrator in the IBBY
International Honor List, year 2019.
Author:
José Miguel Varas
Illustrations:
Raquel Echenique
Editorial: LOM
ISBN: 9789560010049
Format:
Pages: 56pp
Dimensions: 23x17.5cm
Weight:
Genre: Children's Book
Rights available: For all language
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Magic Numbers

MAGIC FLAP SERIES

WITH 6 AMAZING TWO-WAY FLAPS!

Magic Colors

How many dolphins swim in the sea? And how many
pens are on the table? Meet our numerous animal
friends of this amazing numbers lift the flap book and
learn to count with them.

What color is the sun? And the rose? But above all:
what are the colors of our dear undecided chameleons?
Well, it depends on what they touch with their long
tongues and on how you lift the flap of this amazing
colors lift the flap book!

Open each magic flap twice and discover how many
bees are flying around the flower and how many
swallows are up in the sky. It’s a funny way of learning
numbers, isn’t it? Have fun with this numbers lift the
flap book!

Open each magic flap twice and see each of them
change color before your eyes, as if by magic! Look
inside the flaps of this colors lift the flap book: he
reached a banana: now he’s yellow. No, wait, his tongue
grabbed a grape: now he’s violet! It’s a funny way of
learning colors, isn’t it?

Magic Opposites
What’s the opposite of “long”? And the opposite of
“short”? Just ask to our dear friends of this amazing
opposites lift the flap book: dinosaurs with tails of
different length or robots with extendible necks are
excited to take you to the fantastic opposites world.
Open each magic flap twice and see the opposites
appear before your eyes, as if by magic! First the canary
is inside the cage, then he’s outside. First the monster is
big, then he’s small… It’s a funny way of learning
opposites, isn’t it? Have fun with this opposites lift the
flap book!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WCJZaUbtPI

Magic Shapes
WITH 6 AMAZING TWO-WAY FLAPS!
What’s the shape of a dice? And the shape of a book? And
first of all: what shapes our unpredictable shape-shifters can
transform themselves into? Just dive into this amazing
shapes lift the flap book and find it out!
Open each magic flap twice and see each of them change
shape before your eyes, as if by magic! He’s round like the
full moon or a ball. No, he’s triangular like a pyramid or a
piece of cake! It’s a funny way of learning shapes, isn’t it?
Have fun with this shapes lift the flap book!
Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone (Italia)
Illustrations: Giulia Cregut
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Casebound with two-way flaps cover with die-cut hole
Pager: 12 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-5
Series parts: 4
Rights available: For all language
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SHED LIGHT ON MONSTERS

SHED LIGHT ON SERIES
SHED LIGHT ON ANIMALS
What about watching animals in a different light?
Put your finger on the black disc of this amazing
animals magic torch board book, move it slowly in
any direction and peek through the hole to explore
every detail. Then read the clues and try to guess:
what animals are hiding in the dark?
Turn the page and watch them… with eyes of
imagination! From a tiger who’s not threatening but
loves to play with its ball of string, to an octopus
who doesn’t squeeze but is used to hug her friends:
you’ll really watch animals in a different light! Have
fun with our animals magic torch board book.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHhyb4PF-MI

SHED LIGHT ON DINOSAURS
Do you want to meet dinosaurs in the flesh? Put
your finger on the black disc of this dinosaurs magic
torch board book, move it slowly in any direction
and peek through the hole to explore every detail.
Then read the clues and try to find out: who roars in
the dark?
Spend a night at the museum and travel back in
prehistoric times! How did T-Rex teeth look like?
Why did Triceratops eat rocks? What did
Stegosaurus have in common with a snail? Find it out
with the magic torch of this amazing dinosaurs magic
torch board book!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Uv7b7VVk2o

Do you think to know monsters well? Put your finger on the
black disc of this amazing monsters magic torch board
book, move it slowly in any direction and peek through with
your magic torch to explore every detail. Then read the
clues and try to find out: what monsters are hiding in the
dark haunted house?
Then turn the page and find out their secret life. A ghost
who scares others just to win a football game, a vampire
who can’t live without his cherry jam tart, a boogie man
who’s afraid of the dark. Have fun with our monsters magic
torch board book… they are not so scary, after all!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p77-vBFRyhk

SHED LIGHT ON EMOTIONS
Do you know that even anger or fear are good emotions?
Are you able to recognize them at first sight? Put your
finger on the black disc of this amazing emotions magic
torch board book, move it slowly in any direction and peek
through with your magic torch to explore every detail of
kids’ face expressions. Then read the tips and try to find
out: how are the kids feeling?
Then turn the page and… learn how to manage your
emotions! She dropped her sweet ice cream. He mistook
salt for sugar. She misses her big brother who works
abroad. Dive into this emotions magic torch board book…
there’s a shadow on children’s faces. Can you guess what
they feel and how they can work it out?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5k-jd3uW-J0
Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Susy Zanella
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with magic discs cover with die-cut hole
Pages: 18 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-5
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Rights available: For all language

NAUGHTY ELVES SERIES
NAUGHTY PEEKABOO
Can you trust the mischievous wood elves of this naughty peek a boo book? They always play tricks:
sunflower or pinwheel… which one is behind the hedge? No doubt, it’s the sunflower! Well… are you really
sure this is the right answer?
Put your finger on the disc, move it slowly in any direction and peek through the leaves to explore every
detail. Answer elves sly questions and try to guess: what is hiding behind the hedge? Then turn the page and
find out if you’re right. What…?!? It’s a lion?!? Yes, my friend, you got fooled… Have fun with this naughty
peek a boo book!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaHwXIL32xQ

NAUGHTY HALLOWEEN
Can you trust the mischievous elves of this Halloween peek a
boo book? They always play tricks and like to frighten kids like
you: is there really a mummy waiting for you beyond the door?
Yes for sure, you can see it!
Put your finger on the disc, move it slowly in any direction and
peek through the peephole to explore every detail. Then
answer elves sly questions, turn the page and find out if you’re
right. What…?!? It’s a cake?!? Yes, my friend, you got fooled…
again! Have fun with this Halloween peek a boo book!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwK-DXQwxQs

Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Giulia Cregut
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with magic discs cover with die-cut hole
Pages: 18 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-6
Series parts: 4
Rights available: For all language
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DREAM SERIES
DREAM JOBS
Have you ever thought about who you want to be when
you grow up? There are a lot of wonderful jobs to do, but
only some of them are special… Find them out with this
amazing dream jobs activity book! Astronauts, scientists,
teachers… they work hard every day to protect us and to
make our world a better place to live in.
Find out what these kindhearted kids like most and try to
guess what jobs they are dreaming of while they’re asleep
in their bed. Now slide up the flap of this dream jobs
activity book and enter inside their dreams: incredible 3D
figures will appear to tell you if you got it! And to explain to
you why they are so special. What if one of them was your
future job?

DREAM SPORTS
Do you really want to become a sport champion? Ok, but
what sport are you going to peek? There are a lot of
exciting sports to play, but some of them are special. Find
them out in this amazing dream sports activity book!
Football, volleyball, basketball… they really can make you
happy and teach you how to think and behave as a team.

Find out what these athletic children like most and try to
guess what sports they are dreaming of while they’re
asleep in their bed. Now slide up the flap and enter inside
their dreams: incredible 3D kids will appear to tell you if
you got it! And to explain to you why they are so special.
What if one of them was your future sport?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPRGlZ_-aQA

DREAM TIME TRAVELS
ISBN: 979-12-80626-00-4
Have you ever wished you could go back in time to meet your
favourite ancient people? All historical civilizations are
interesting, but some of them are really exciting. Find them
out in this amazing dream time travels activity book! Egyptian
pharaohs, roman gladiators, medieval warriors… they seem
amazing characters coming straight out from blockbuster
movies.
Find out what these passionate children like most and try to
guess what time travels they’re dreaming of while they’re
asleep in their bed. Now slide up the flap of this dream time
travels activity book and enter inside their dreams: incredible
3D kids will appear to tell you if you got it! And to explain to
you why they are so amazing. What if one of them was your
dream time travel too?
DREAM PETS
Have you already asked to your dad and mom to get you a
tender pet? What’s your favorite one? All animals are lovely
creatures, but some of them are special. Find them out in
this amazing dream pets activity book! Cats, dogs, turtles…
once inside your life, they become the best friends ever.
Find out what these caring children like most and try to
guess what pets they are dreaming of while they’re asleep in
their bed. Now slide up the flap of this dream pets activity
book and enter inside their dreams: incredible 3D kids will
appear to tell you if you got it! And to explain to you why
they are so special and how to properly take care of them.
What if one of those was your future pet?
Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Susy Zanella
Editorial: Daco
Format: Casebound with magic pop-ups cover with die-cut hole
Pages: 10/12 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-5
Series parts: 4
Rights available: For all language
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HUG THE SCHOOL WORLD

HUG THE WORLD SERIES
HUG THE VEHICLES WORLD
ISBN: 979-12-80626-01-1
Airplane, ships, trains… There are few things in the world
funnier than vehicles. So funny that they deserve to be
hugged! This is the belief of Hugh, the “huggressive” snake,
and of his friends: hugging what you love most is like
thanking it for the joy it gives to you.
Let’s play with them: read the tips, look at the parts poking
out and try to guess what vehicles they are hugging. Then
hold the book on the table, unroll the snakes and lift the
flaps. Did you get that?

HUG THE CHRISTMAS WORLD
Presents under the trees, snowmen, candys… Christmas is
one of the happiest moments of the year and Hugh, the
“huggressive” snake, can’t wait to hug all of the items that
make it so special. Find them all out in this amazing
Christmas lift the flap book.
Let’s play with Hugh and his friends: read the tips, look at
the parts poking out and try to guess what Christmas
objects they are hugging. Then hold this Christmas lift the
flap book on the table, unroll the snakes and lift the flaps.
Did you get that?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyoD-nceiWU

ISBN: 979-12-80626-02-8
Backpacks, pencils, diaries… Going to school is anything but
boring. Hugh, the “huggressive” snake, will tell you: he likes
it so much that he uses to hug all the school items that
make you have fun and help you learn. Find them all out in
this amazing school lift the flap book!
Let’s play with Hugh and his friends: read the tips inside this
lift the flap book, look at the parts poking out and try to
guess what school items they are hugging. Then hold this
Christmas lift the flap book on the table, unroll the snakes
and lift the flaps. Did you get that?

HUG THE TOYS WORLD
Robots, teddy bears, balls… Toys are kids best friends,
aren’t they? When you go to sleep, hugging them in bed is
the way to thank them for protecting you during the night.
And so does Hugh, the “huggressive” snake. Find them all
out in this amazing toys lift the flap book!
Let’s play with Hugh and his friends: read the tips, look at
the parts poking out and try to guess what toys they are
hugging. Then hold this toys lift the flap book on the table,
unroll the snakes and lift the flaps. Did you get that?
Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Camilla Frescura
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with roll-up elements and shaped flaps cover
with die-cut hole
Pages: 12 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-5
Series parts: 4
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GREAT BOOKPACK SERIES
GREAT BOOKPACK UNICORN GOES TO…
Little unicorn has received a wonderful gift: a new cute backpack! Now she can’t wait to put it on her back and to
start walking around the places she loves most.
From her bedroom and the city she lives in to her classroom and the snow-covered backyard. A lot of amazing
objects are waiting to be discovered and kept inside the… bookpack!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2GeCp3dl7o

DRAGON GOES TO...
Little dragon has received as a gift a wonderful new backpack too! He
has already worn it and started visiting his favourite places. From the
sports field and the zoo where his animal friends live to the music shop.
A lot of objects to find out and to put inside the bookpack!

Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrator: Camilla Frescura
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with huge pop-ups die-cut cover
Pages: 16 pp
Dimensions: 15 x 15 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-6
Series parts: 2
Rights available: For all language
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MY FIRST TASTE OF SEASONS

BIG MOUTH SERIES
MY FIRST TASTE OF FOOD
Panda, monkey, dog and other animals… they seem small
and tender, but when they open their mouths they
transform! Will you dare to take a look inside this
surprising food pop up book avoiding their jaws and trying
to find out what they have eaten?
Look carefully at the dishes on the table and try to guess:
did the cat eat a candy, a piece of cake, a watermelon or a
fish? Hold the book on the table and grab the little tongue.
Then turn the page of this food pop up book very carefully
and open his mouth to discover if you got it. Oh boy! Can
you see that? His mouth became four times bigger!

MY FIRST TASTE OF WORDS
Please, thank you, sorry… what do these words really
mean? Let’s learn it with the polite kids of this surprising
magic words pop up book. Ask them to help you, they
will open their mouths and teach you the right magic
word to say in the right situation.

Hold the book on the table and grab the little pacifier.
Then turn the page very carefully and open his mouth to
discover it. Oh boy! Can you see that? His mouth
became four times bigger!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBhZ1l84BMw

Winter, spring, summer and autumn… it’s time to learn
all about the four seasons of the year with this
surprising seasons pop up book. Each of them is
accompanied by a change in the weather and the
surrounding environment. Why do the seasons occur
at all? Open the weird monsters’ mouths and find it
out!
Hold the book on the table and grab the little tongue.
Then turn the page very carefully and open his mouth
to discover it. Oh boy! Can you see that? His mouth
became four times bigger!

MY FIRST TASTE OF NUMBERS
1, 2, 3, 4, 5… let this surprising numbers pop up book
introduce you to your first numbers! What about
learning to count to five with our ingenious robots?
Just open their mouths and listen what they have to
say!
Hold the book on the table and grab the bolts. Then
turn the page very carefully and open his mouth to
discover it. Oh boy! Can you see that? His mouth
became four times bigger!

Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with huge pop-ups die-cut cover
Pages: 18 pp
Dimensions: 13 x 13,3 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-6
Series parts: 4
Rights available: For all language
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OUT OF THIS WORLD SERIES
Beyond ordinary atlas and picture books
ANIMALS OUT OF THIS WORLD

Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Martina Binosi
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Hard cover
Pages: 64 pp
Dimensions: 24 x 28 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 6-10
Series parts: 2
Rights available: For all language

As you’ll find out from the turn of events at the end of this anthology book of intriguing animals, the
astronaut is actually an alien visiting the Earth, so the incredible creatures he met come from our world! It’s
surprising, isn’t it?
A strange creature that blows itself up in pieces in order to escape the enemy. An animal with more than 30
brains. A shapeless monster who turns his enemy into jewels… and many others. Read this groundbreaking
anthology book of intriguing animals and find out where to find them!
PLANTS OUT OF THIS WORLD
As you’ll find out from the turn of events at the end of this anthology book of intriguing plants, the astronaut
is actually an alien visiting the Earth, so the incredible species he met come from our world! It’s surprising,
isn’t it?
A plant with a huge red mouth with fleshy lips. A tree complaining about water shortage. Another tree which
uses to hire little but powerful bodyguards to protect himself from predators… and many others. These
anthology book intriguing plants are really out of the world!
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BEYOND PAINTINGS
BEYOND PAINTINGS
ISBN: 979-12-80626-03-5
What is art? Get into the magic frames of this children picture book and learn it! Find out the secrets of the
most famous artworks: did you know that Arcimboldo used to draw face made of fruits? And that Munch
expressed his own emotions with paintings?
With this children picture book you’ll learn that, thanks to the art, we can not only portray human body and
share how we feel, but also depict nature and our best moments of the day!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulCwEPejyiE

BEYOND WONDERS
What are the most odd-shaped constructions humans have built? And what
wonders hide magic secrets beyond their actual purpose?
Turn on your tablet and get into the stories of the most beautiful man-made
buildings and natural marvels to discover a lot of nice facts. We’re living in a
wonder world, aren’t we?

Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Sabrina Ferrero
Editorial: Daco
Format: Boardbook with 6 huge flaps
cover with die-cut hole
Pages: 14 pp
Dimensions: 23 x 25 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 6-8
Series parts: 2
- Beyong Paintings
- Beyond Wonders
Rights available: For all language
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GAME OF DRONES SERIES
WITH 6 AMAZING FLYING DRONES!
GAME OF DRONES ANIMALS OF THE WORLD
Why has Hippopotamus that oddly shaped head?
And why has Panda black rings around its eyes?

Take control of the magic drones and fly them over
the most beautiful natural surroundings of the Earth.
Just seek and find the hidden animals, rotate the
magic drones and zoom in on each one to discover
all their secrets!

INTO THE SMALL WORLD
Did you know that in a drop of water live many very
little creatures invisible to the naked eye? Or that if
you zoom in on a butterfly's head it looks like a
funny alien visitor from outer space? Fly the magic
drones into the very small world and see the
environment around us in a different light! Ready to
take off?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaPvn_jDRu0

FACE TO FACE WITH REAL MONSTERS
Have you ever met a zombie or a vampire in
person? Well... take your courage in both hands
and get ready to embark in a journey through
your worst fears. Let your magic drones come
face-to-face with monsters that really exist: from
the scary dragonfish to the bloodsucking bat or
the faceless mole. Discover their secrets: you'll
find that they're not so bad, after all!

INSIDE THE HUMAN BODY
Did you know that the heart is as big as a little
fist and that it beats all the time? Or that the
skull protects the brain like a strong helmet? Xray your body and peek inside it with the magic
drones to find out all the amazing secrets about
your body parts and organs: from bones to lungs
and many more!

Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Federica Fabbian
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with rotating elements cover with die-cut hole
Pages: 12 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-5
Series parts: 4
87
Rights available: For all language

MAGIC BINOCULARS SERIES
WITH 10 INCREDIBLE ROTATING PUZZLES!
MAGIC BINOCULARS SAVANNAH
Hey, shhh… be careful, don’t make a
sound. There are a lot fantastic animals
hidden behind savannah‘s trees, rocks and
bushes! Carefully bring out your amazing
binoculars and… seek and find them!
Read the nice tips about lions, giraffes,
rhinoceros and many others, and then
rotate the lenses to focus and watch them
in all their beauty. It seems like they were
really in front of you, isn’t it?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtYCk7X7LWk

Magic Binoculars Forest
What fantastic animals are hidden behind
the plants of the forest? Use your magic
binoculars to find gorillas, tigers, pandas
and many more!

Magic Binoculars Ocean
Dip your binoculars into the ocean and
focus the most beautiful fishes and their
friends living in the deep waters!

Magic Binoculars Artic
Seals, wolves, whales... There are a lot of
incredible animals you can seek and find
in the arctic regions with your magic
binoculars!
Authors: Paolo Mancini & Luca de Leone
Illustrations: Federica Fabbian
Editorial: Daco
ISBN: n/a
Format: Boardbook with Rotating Puzles Cover With Die-cut Hole
Pages: 10 pp
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Weight:
Age range: Age group 3-5
Series parts: 5
Rights available: For all language

Magic Binoculars Farm
Hey, is that a goat over there? And maybe
that one is a cow? Bring out your binoculars
and focus our best animal friends of the
farm: from pigs to donkeys, from horses to
rabbits and sheep, there's really a lot to
see!
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The Invisible Scar
A peaceful sports journalist meets the woman he most desired in his
youth, Marta Regina, girlfriend of his then best friend. The attraction
between the two is overwhelming, and they start a torrid relationship.
However, there is a small problem: Marta is now married to a powerful
and dangerous manager of a football club. Increasingly overwhelmed by
desire, the journalist ends up involved in a dark plot, which can cost his
life. The Invisible Scar is a noir novel in the tradition of David Goodis and
Cornell Woolrich, with suspense from start to the end.
Author:
Julio Da Rosa
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-61-4
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 160pp
Dimensions: 14x21
Weight: 300g
Genre: Crime, Suspense, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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The Fool’s Path
Tarot Wars vol. 1
The Brazilian André Moire leaves everything behind to get involved in an
international secret group that represents the Tarot Arcanes. Trying to raise
humanity’s conscience and change the world, they use magic, science, art, hacking
and even parkour and video games to fight the forces of conformity.
Meet the Madman, the Sorcerer, the Priestess, the Car, the Sun, the Empress, the
Emperor and several other Arcanes both High and Low in this conspiracy thriller
full of pop culture with hints of subversion and the supernatural.
Tarot Wars will make you question what you believe in. Follow the Path of the fool.
Author:
Alex Mandarino
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-54-1
Format: Sewed Brochure B/W in Lux Cream
Pages: 296pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 450g
Genre: Supernatural, Thriller
Rights available: For all language
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RIO: Warzone
In a near future, social and economical inequalities reached levels so dire that the
government was unable to keep the law and order.
In Rio de Janeiro, the Frontier, a massive wall that surrounds the neighborhoods of
Barra da Tijuca and Recreio dos Bandeirantes protect the interests of
megacorporations, leaving the residents of the other neighborhoods to fend for
themselves in a lawless land dominated by gangs.
Anything can happen when the murder of a prostitute in a building owned by one
of these megacorps brings a private investigator back to Barra da Tijuca after years
of exile in what is known as the Warzone.
Author:
Leo Lopes
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-00-8
Format: Brochure glued B/W Polensoft
Pages: 208pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 340g
Genre: Police, Cyberpunk
Rights available: For all language
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Sympathy
Simpatia seems poised to become the great novel of the death throes of Venezuela
and the collapse of Chavism.

Proof of the chaos and misery that plague Caracas are the hordes of dogs that roam
the streets, abandoned by the millions of Venezuelans who flee the country. That’s why
Ulises, who’s flat broke and teaches in a modest cinema workshop, agrees to create a
foundation to rescue dogs in need. Ulises is unwittingly dragged into an odyssey of
family entanglements, dangers that have him doubting the people around him—where
suddenly no one is what they seem—and mysteries surrounding the most famous,
patriotic dogs in Venezuela.
With a masterful hand and refined sense of humour, Rodrigo Blanco has produced a
mystery, not without parodic elements, packed with references to cinema, literature,
and dogs. Simpatía is like a tragicomic fresco, sometimes grotesque, of Venezuela
today. There’s an ironic, irreverent take on some of the country’s most mythical figures,
from Simon Bolivar to Hugo Chavez, and a sharp, hilarious reflection on inheritance and
identity.
Author:
Rodrigo Blanco Calderón
Agency: Balcells
ISBN: 9788420439372
Format: Paperback
Pages: 240pp
Dimensions: 152 x 239mm
Weight: 367g
Genre: Literary Novel, Suspense, Dark Humour
Rights Sold: Spanish, English, French.
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The Night
A frenzied literary fresco of nowadays Venezuela’s dark roots by a
not-to-be-missed voice in the new Latin American literature.
In the city of Caracas there are constant power blackouts. This dual
darkness of the night is full of dangers, violence, dreams, ambitions.
And literature. Real and fictitious characters and multiple narrators,
blur in this night creating a frenzied fresco, where space and time are
permeable and changing. Four fictional characters star in the novel: a
psichiatrist; his friend, a patient severely affected from obsessions; a
half-mad writer who obtained a literary prize with an
incomprehensible short story; and a dynamic though tortured woman.
The story of these characters, with their relationships, crises, love
affairs, rifts (estrangements), projects and failures, construct a
bildungsroman which metamorphoses into a roman noir and ends
with a murder. At the same time the novel includes a “biographyhomage” to a real Venezuelan author, Darío Lancini (1932 - 2010), a
writer specialized in intertextual games.
Author:
Rodrigo Blanco Calderón
Agency: Balcells
ISBN: 9788420419459
Format: Paperback
Pages: 240pp
Dimensions: 152 x 239 x 23mm
Weight: 556g
Genre: Crime, Fiction
Rights Sold: Spanish, Czech, Dutch, English, French
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Irena's dark voices
In 1988, in Czechoslovakia, occupied by the Soviet Union, Eva
and Sabina, two sisters separated by a large age difference,
must unravel a family secret when their grandmother, Irena,
suffers a stroke. The closer Irena gets to death, the more her
granddaughters realize the dark heritage her grandmother
leaves behind, which can endanger the lives of all the women
in the family.
Author:
M. Sardini
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-85-0
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 144 pp
Dimensions: 16x23
Weight: 300g
Genre: Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Suellen's Second Death
Four teenage girls make a pact to never reveal their terrible
secret. Twenty years later, one of them is mutilated and killed.
On the wall, close to the body, a single word is written in fresh
blood: “Murderers”.
Now, Mariana, Dafne, Cacau and Suellen will be pulled into
the tornado of their hometown’s schemes, politics and
corruption, and must find the killer before one of them
becomes the next victim.
Author:
Cláudia Lemes
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-00-3
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 296 pp
Dimensions: 16x23
Weight: 500g
Genre: Thriller, Horror, Crime
Rights available: For all language
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Royal Guanabara:
The Chamber of Death
Brazil, 1892. On the night of the inauguration of the Corcovado statue, a
horrendous crime shocks the city's high society. To solve this mystery, the
detective consultant Maria Tereza Floresta, the positivist engineer Firmino
Boaventura and the mystical dandy Remy Rudá will have to dive into a dangerous
conspiracy of power and corruption. What appears to be just another case slowly
uncovers a plan that risks the future of the entire nation. To stop this plan,
members of the Royal Guanabara Detective Agency must use all of their
knowledge and skills to solve the technological puzzles and arcane mysteries of
the Chamber of the Death!
A detective novel. A sci-fi story. A supernatural horror crime. Three writers, three
heroes, in a Rio de Janeiro like you never saw before!
Author:
Eneias Tavares
Nikilen Witter
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-88-6
Format: Brochure Sewes B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 240pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Crime, Horror
Rights available: For all language
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Seventeen Dead
This one looks like a storybook dropped from the saddlebag of a traveler through
the Brazil´s southern countryside, who has placed in it the stories he has heard. In
it, we find narratives that mix ancestral traditions and modern fears, whether in
the revenge of the discontented mother or in the journey of two young people
through the strangest of maps. The myths come to life with a family haunted by
war and are totally real in the passions a girl is capable of inducing, in the ferocity
of a warrior or in what a girl can see from her window. And seeing is everything a
police inspector doesn't want. At least not in the way she sees it. Using different
scenarios in time and space, Nikelen Witter brings together, in this collection, tales
that were dispersed in other publications, but which here form a whole, a
memory, a breath on a cold night… Read with the lights on.
Author:
Nikelen Witter
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-036-4
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Terror
Rights available: For all language
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To those who dwell in
darkness
From the darkest corners of Earth and beyond, 12 macabre and
hallucinating stories emerge. A boy confronts an evil presence inside his
own home during the Argentine dictatorship. An astronaut is lost
between dream and reality on a Mars satellite. A bloodthirsty creature
terrifies Porto Alegre in 1911...“To Those Who Dwell Darkness and Other
Stories” brings together all the short stories of Horror and Science
Fiction published by Cesar Alcázar between 2009 and 2015
Author:
Cesar Alcázar
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-40-9
Format: P/B Polen Soft
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Horror, Sci-Fi, Supernatural
Rights available: For all language
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Lessons: Red and Purple
SABRINA is haughty and strong, but she wants to embrace her frailties. FELIPE aims
to be something more than a captivating smile. ANNE carries a past that insists on
stealing her voice. LUCAS doesn't know if he wants to look back.
Red and Purple recounts the journey of four friends thrown into a plot of
domination and pain that spreads and puts their schoolmates in danger. The
solution to this terrible mystery is hidden in a world of nightmares parallel to the
one they live. And only they can access it, but they have to use the power of
dreaming.
Author:
Jorge Valpaços
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-76-8
Format: P/B Polen Soft
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Horror, Supernatural
Rights available: For all language
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Thirteen
As you flip the pages of this book, you will find 13 horror
stories in the old weird stories style. In Duda Falcão’s universe
antediluvian monsters, demons, vampires, witches, warlocks
and undead creatures reanimated from the grasp of death
reside. Regular people live in this world of darkness, from
college students to photographers, unprepared investigators
and innocent children. Check out this title and walk the
unusual paths of pulp literature.
Author:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-51-0
Format: B/W Polen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Anthology, Horror, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Specters Convoy
He's back! After Mausoleum and Thirteen, the Host returns
from the grave to torment the readers with his macabre
stories, of fear and bloodshed. Vengeful spirits, undead,
hellish creatures, old gods and constructs wreak havoc on the
main characters, stealing from them their sanity and their
lives.
Dig in the pages of this new book by Duda Falcão and come
you too to be a part of the Specters Convoy.
Author:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-91-6
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Anthology, Horror, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Messengers from beyond
In this tome, dear reader, you will find abject creatures, insane people and supernatural
entities.
You will know the obsession of an investigator to find the perpetrator of an unusual crime, a
detective on the trail of an ancient and dangerous creature, a cult that wants to invoke beings
beyond human comprehension, a village that hides cosmic secrets, a theater inhabited by a
freak , an unusual meal, a haunted recording, a computer network that abducts souls, rampant
deforestation and its consequences, an animal spirit that becomes revered by a people, the
swordsman Hylana venturing into the Lyu Lands, the search for Becky Star by the father on
Saturn, the dialogue of a forest engineer from the future and a robot terraforming a planet, a
scientist who discovered immortality and what its effects were on his existence and, finally, he
will discover who are the beyond messengers who title the book.
Go ahead. Do not panic. Here adventure and horror mix in the same cauldron for your
enjoyment.
Author:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 9786586099430
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 176pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Anthology, Horror, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Narratives of Fear 1
Are you prepared to be afraid? That disquieting feeling that can translate into a simple
shiver that runs down your spine or an obsessive thought that prevents you from going
alone to the kitchen of your dark house in the middle of the night.
Narratives of Fear is a series of anthologies that bring some of the best authors of the
horror genre in Brazil, who specialize in causing you feelings such as fear, anguish,
discomfort and disgust, in short, everything that a horror fan seeks in a good book.
Author: ADEMIR PASCALE, ALEXANDRE CALLARI, ALFER MEDEIROS, CESAR BRAVO,
DANIEL PIRES, DUDA FALCÃO, FLÁVIO KARRAS, GERALDO DE FRAGA, HEDJAN CS MÁRCIO
BENJAMIN, MARCOS DEBRITO, MARCUS BARCELOS, MELVER BARCELOS, MELVIN
PASCALE, MENOVI , RODRIGO RAMOS and VITOR ABDALA.
Organizer:
Vitor Abdala
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-74-4
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Horror
Rights available: For all language
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Narratives of Fear 2
Are you prepared to be afraid? That disquieting feeling that can translate into a simple shiver
that runs down your spine or an obsessive thought that prevents you from going alone to the
kitchen of your dark house in the middle of the night.
Narratives of Fear is a series of anthologies that bring some of the best authors of the horror
genre in Brazil, who specialize in causing you feelings such as fear, anguish, discomfort and
disgust, in short, everything that a horror fan seeks in a good book.
Author: ADEMIR PASCALE, AISLAN COULTER, ANGELO AREDE, CESAR BRAVO, CLAUDIA LEMES,
FLÁVIO KARRAS, GLAU KEMP, HEDJAN C.S., JULIANA DAGLIO, MELVIN MENOVIKS, RÔ
MIERLING, RODRIGO RAMOS, SORAYA ABUCHAIM, VINÍCIUS LISBOA, VITOR ABDALA, WOLF
WARREN e PAULO G. MARINHO.
Organizer:
Vitor Abdala
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-75-1
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 152pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Horror
Rights available: For all language
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Narratives of Fear 3
Are you prepared to be afraid? That disquieting feeling that can translate into a simple shiver
that runs down your spine or an obsessive thought that prevents you from going alone to the
kitchen of your dark house in the middle of the night.

Narratives of Fear is a series of anthologies that bring some of the best authors of the horror
genre in Brazil, who specialize in causing you feelings such as fear, anguish, discomfort and
disgust, in short, everything that a horror fan seeks in a good book.
Author: ALEXANDRE CALLARI, DUDA FALCÃO, FÁBIO FERNANDES, FELIPE FOLGOSI, GERALDO DE
FRAGA, KAPEL FURMAN, MÁRCIO BENJAMIN, OSCAR NESTAREZ, PAUL RICHARD UGO, PETTER
BAIESTORF, RODRIGO DE OLIVEIRA, TIAGO TOY e VITOR ABDALA.

Organizer:
Vitor Abdala
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-77-5
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 152pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Horror
Rights available: For all language
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Multiverso Pulp:
Horror
In volume 3 of Multiverso Pulp, be careful when opening the pages…
Blood may flow from them, bones fall or screams of madness can
escape. You, dear reader, will find here zombies, a ghost train, a freezing
creature, a demonologist, a vampire, scientific freaks, alien musicians,
among other beings from fertile and sick minds. Never forget to carry
amulets, crucifixes, axes and magic books with you to get rid of the evil
that surrounds us. Come have fun facing our authors' nightmares!
Organizer:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-62-1
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 164pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Horror, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Sherlock and the Adventurers: vol. 1
The Mystery of the Stolen Plans
IN A WORLD DOMINATED BY ADULTS, large corporations, and a police force too busy to listen
to a bunch of kids, the young Sherlock Holmes needs to prove to himself that he can make a
difference.
With the help of the sly Irene Lupin and the ingenious Nikola Tesla, Sherlock must use all of his
cunning to face the mysterious Great East Company and recover the plans stolen from the
young engineer. Among homicidal henchmen, cock-fighting rings, and dark alleys, the three
adventurers explore the underworld of a dark and dangerous London.
Embark on this fun and intriguing adventure and follow the rise of a boy destined to become
the greatest detective of all time.
or Young Sherlock and the Adventurers...
The Game is afoot!
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-004-3
Format: B/W In Lux Cream
Pages: 128pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 200g
Genre: Adventure, Mystery, Police
Rights available: For all language
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Sherlock and the Adventurers vol. 3
The Case of the Biological
Conspiracy
In this third adventure of the young Sherlock Holmes and the Adventurers, the stakes are
higher than ever when six French soldiers lose their lives in an intricate plot involving the Great
East Company, Mr. Brown, and the sinister Baron of Silesia. In a game of lies and blackmail, the
henchmen cross the English Channel to entice the young Louis Pasteur.

With his sister kidnapped and her life in danger, Pasteur joins Sherlock Holmes, Irene Lupin,
and Nikola Tesla to investigate the Baron's plans before it's too late. The adventurers uncover a
diabolical plot capable of shaking the foundations of the empire and endangering the British
Crown. Among villains, murderers, and terrorists, Sherlock will discover that his family also has
dark secrets to hide.
Embark on this plot of intrigue, mystery, and adventure and discover how a restless and
determined boy became the greatest detective of all time.
For Young Sherlock and the Adventurers... The Game is Deadlier Than Ever
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-57-7
Format: B/W In Polen Soft
Pages: 176pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Adventure, Mystery, Police
Rights available: For all language
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Sherlock and the Adventurers vol. 2
The Problem of the Machine
Calculus
IN THIS SECOND ADVENTURE of the young Sherlock Holmes and the Adventurers, he will need to use all of his
cunning to uncover the sneaky plans of the Great East Company. Exploring the underworld of London, he has no
idea just how far Mr. Brown and his henchmen are willing to go to get rid of them in order to carry out the
Baron's sinister plans.
When all the efforts of Sherlock Holmes, Irene Lupin, and Nikola Tesla seem to fail, the gang must turn to a new
ally. It's Ada Lovelace's turn to leap into action, a young mathematician who will become one of the leading
scientific minds of the Victorian era and one of the founders of modern computing. Facing the wrath of
murderers, the cleverness of a slippery thief, and the animalistic fury of a prehistoric monster, Sherlock and his
companions will need much more than luck and courage to survive this new adventure.
Follow this plot of intrigue, mystery, and adventure and embark on the memories of a boy destined to become
the greatest detective of all time.
For Young Sherlock and the Adventurers...
The Game Continues!
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-046-3
Format: B/W In Lux Cream
Pages: 128pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 200g
Genre: Adventure, Mystery, Police
Rights available: For all language
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Cabanagem
1836. The Cabanagem was defeated in Belém and spread along the rivers of the
Amazon. A small group of Indians, blacks and mestizos led by the mysterious Chico
Patuá heads towards Amapá, crossing the small rivers of the region. In its wake,
the regency government sent soldiers commanded by a murderous psychopath,
Dom Rodrigo. Amidst this dispute, another is added, when the beings of the forest
(Matinta, Jurupari, Cobra Norato, Mapinguari) decide to take sides in the dispute,
some favoring Chico and others allying themselves with Dom Rodrigo. Cabanagem
is a historical fantasy novel that mixes real facts with Amazonian mythology and
horror in the best Gian Danton style.

Author:
Gian Danton
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-59-1
Format: B/W In Polen Bold
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 200g
Genre: Adventure, Supernatural, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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Le Chevalier
and the World Fair
In 1867 the City of Paris is getting ready to celebrate the World Fair and by doing
so, securing its place as the capital of the modern world!
However, a threat hangs over Napoleon’s head! In a war of only seven weeks
Prussia defeated Austria and now has its sights on La Belle France. From the
battlefields to the dirt alleys of the capital city, in sumptuous dinners and rat
infested catacombs, assassins, spies and blackmailers thrive in the underworld of
international espionage.
Jumping in the shadows, the Bureau enlists their best man: A spy without a past or
a name. In the service of His Majesty he’s knows as Le Chevalier!
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 987-85-67901-07-1
Format: Brochure Sewed B/W In Pollen Bold
Pages: 192pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Adventure, Espionage
Rights available: For all language
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La Dame Chevalier
and Salomon’s lost table
The years is 1927 and the murder of a soldier in a military hospital in Morocco begins a chance
for an extremely valuable artefact, disappeared for more than a thousand years: the Table of
Salomon, King of Kings, that would give its owner the wisdom of a thousand wise men.
And when the Bureau’s investigation gets to the weapon used in La Dame Chevalier’s parents’
murder, the agent decides to travel to north Africa looking for the artefact and answers. Along
with the young Justine Carbonneau, both women go to the desert among a war between the
empire and the Berbers, fighting for their independence.
But Chevalier will have company. Mercenaries led by the mysterious organization Ostia Mithrae
also want to win the prize and will destroy anyone in their way.
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-058-6
Format: Sewed Brochure B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 128pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Adventure
Rights available: For all language
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The Crow's Eye Brotherhood
vol. 1
The spawns of Hastur
Fresh from devastated Europe, the Priest is a man who has seen more than he
would like to see what the supernatural has to offer.
Recruited by the ruthless Madame Dyer, he teams up with young engineer Claudia
Tesla, a golem with suicidal tendencies, archivist Abdul Alhazred, immortal
assassin Princess Moura, and Humphrey Lovecraft, a frightened boy who took on
his father's mystical mantle after his death..
When Chinatown's leading sorceress is found dying, they are forced to put their
differences aside to prevent an ancient demon from taking over the city's streets.
They may not be the heroes the world wants, but they sure are the heroes the
world needs.
Author:
A.Z. Cordenonsi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-55-3
Format: P/B No Polen Soft
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy, Horror
Rights available: For all language
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A Jorney to the Abyss
This is the story of advancing deserts that covered cities. The story of a
world on the verge of destruction. It is about the people who inhabited
that world, their alienation and the violent war in which they lost
themselves.
This is the story of a young woman, who healed wounds, and her best
friend, who ran a brothel, and how they faced all that was thrown at
them. It is also the story of a tiger and a little girl. But, when you get to
know all of them, you will have to answer the call to look into the future
and plunge into the abyss.
Author:
Nikelen Witter
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-044-9
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 304pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 500g
Genre: Adventure
Rights available: For all language
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The young Á rsene Lupin
and the Macabra Dance
Paris, 1887. Raoul D’Andrèzy – alias Arsène Lupin – is a
Parisian student, content with his life, until strange
events take him to the depths of the City of Light, where
bizarre shadows creep through the catacombs. Every
adventurer has a beginning. Some are kind of sinister...
Author:
Simone Saueressig
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-80-5
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 120pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Adventure, Crime
Rights available: For all language
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The weird west of Kane
Blackmoon
A bounty hunter travels across the American West in
search of adventure. In his travels, he discovers that the
desert, the cities of the explorers and the indigenous
tribes are full of mysteries, strange events and
supernatural entities. On his journey, he makes new
friends and acquires mystical knowledge to fight against
evil creatures.
Author:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-037-1
Format: B/W Polen Bold
Pages: 184 pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Supernatural, Western
Rights available: For all language
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Betina Vlad and the Eternal Night Castle
Betina Vlad and the supernaturals vol. 1
In The Eternal Night Castel, Betina Vlad, a 16-year-old girl that
finds out she is a supernatural, Dracula’s daughter, goes on an
adventurous and terrible journey through a castle that keeps
secrets, challenges and betrayal. While she is doing this, her
and her new monster friends try to rescue a girl from the
White Inquisition’s claws, at the same time as they are being
hunted by Van Helsing.
Author:
Douglas Mct
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-014-2
Format: B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 296pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Adventure, Terror
Rights available: For all language
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The Mistery of AhkManethon
This book is a commemorative edition of the centenary of the author with text
originally published in chapters in Mirim magazine in 1941.
Célio finds his mother crying in the kitchen and soon finds out why: the ship
Chesterton, on which his sister Iracema was traveling, had been shipwrecked in
the South Seas. Quickly, the boy summons his friends Roberto, Condor, Horácio,
Tião and Afonso and organizes the Salvation Crusade.
The rescue operation that follows takes the group of children from Rio de Janeiro
to a fun adventure where there are plenty of sea monsters, mummies, angry
Indians, volcanoes, treasures, Egyptian legends and, of course, the Ahk-Manethon
Secret.
Author:
Gabriel Billy
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-018-0
Format: B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 288pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 450g
Genre: Adventure
Rights available: For all language
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The fountain of happiness
Could there be any truth in the tale babbled by the dying Indian-hunter Chico Cipó,
rescued after days adrift in a canoe deep inside the Amazon Forest, about a
fantastic tribe of white Indians armed with shields, swords and other medievalstyle weapons?Could that be consistent proof (and a clue!) that the ancient Vikings
not only arrived in the Americas before Columbus, but also went further and
further south on their explorations until they settled in some part of the Amazon
jungle, where they survived to this day?
That is the mystery that archaeologist Helyud Sovralsson, leaving the Viking
Museum in New York with geologist Charles Winnegan and anthropologist Mark
Spencer for an expedition full of danger, twists and revelations, tries to clarify in
this adventure where not all waters flow towards the Fountain of Happiness!
Author:
Gabriel Billy
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978658609901-0
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 216pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 300g
Genre: Adventure, Mystery
Rights available: For all language
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Vera Cruz:
Dreams and Nightmares
This book is a commemorative edition for the 100th birthday of the creator of A
Turma do Posto Quatro and Os Seis, with the original text published in chapter in
Mirim magazine, in 1941.
Célio finds his mother crying in the kitchen and soon discovers why: the
Chesterton ship, where his sister Iracema was travelling, sank in the Southern
Waters. Quickly, he calls up his friends Roberto, Condor, Horácio, Tião and Afonso
and organizes the Saving Crusade.
The rescue-operation takes the group of carioca children to a fun adventure full of
sea monsters, mummies, furious indians, volcanoes, treasure, Egyptian legends
and, of course, the Secret of Ahk-Manethon.
Author:
Gabriel Billy
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-027-2
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 184pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 400g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy, Magic
Rights available: For all language
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BERETH TALES:
The Last Dragon
On the tenth anniversary of its publication, Javier Ruescas's most famous trilogy returns,
«Cuentos de Bereth», reissued by the author with unexpected twists.
Duna is a young maverick living in Bereth, a kingdom led by the brave prince Adhárel. As
he tries by all means to avoid war, his path will cross hers and together they will try to
safeguard what is left of their world. A world in which poetry is a weapon and dragons
feel. A place where the struggles for power and the magic of stories are intertwined in a
love story more powerful than fate itself.
Tales of Bereth is a tribute to traditional fairy tales and an epic adventure that has
captivated thousands of readers since its original publication. On the tenth anniversary
of its launch, we bring back this world, thoroughly revised by the author, in a new deluxe
edition that will thrill and surprise both readers who grew up with Bereth and those who
are entering its pages for the first time.
Author:
Javier Ruescas
Agency: Balcells
ISBN: 9788417773892
Format:
Pages: 480pp
Dimensions: 160 x 220mm
Weight: 678g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy, Juvenile
Rights Sold: Spanish
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Forbidden to believe in love
stories
“I feel like I don't fit in anywhere. My family is wonderful, and I love them very
much, but sometimes I feel like they don't know who I am. "
At 17, Cali is part of a very unconventional family. Her parents record their day-today lives in videos that they upload to the network, her brothers have their own
channels with millions of followers and her boyfriend is the best-known youtuber in
the country. Obsessed with popularity, no one around her seems to be interested in
the changes that Cali, in her teens, is experiencing inside her.
She then meets Héctor, a mysterious street musician who plays the same song on
the subway every day. He is the only thing he remembers from her childhood and
touches her in the hope that someone will recognize her and tell him where she
came from. In Héctor, Cali unexpectedly meets someone who seems to understand
her as if she has known her forever. By helping him find her origins, Cali is going to
discover what material she is made of herself.
Author:
Javier Ruescas
Agency: Balcells
ISBN: 9788490437797
Format: Paperback
Pages: 320pp
Dimensions: 152 x 218 x 25mm
Weight: 391g
Genre: Romance, Juvenile
Rights Sold: Spanish
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Witch, However
Ísis Rossetti is a witch. Her job is to monitor crimes involving
supernatural activity in the city of São Paulo. And only those crimes. The
rules are clear: if there is no magic involved, she is not allowed to
intervene. But in the midst of the city’s suffocating chaos , the lives of
common people are in constant danger. She can’t just sit there and
watch. Everything escalates when, caught between two extraofficial
investigations, Ísis receives a mission from a deity. She must then relive
personal issues she would much rather leave buried in the past, kept
under lock and key by her friends, all while trying to handle the
Magistrate and his watchful gaze.
Author:
Carol Chiovatto
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-052-4
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 256pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 350g
Genre: Romance
Rights available: For all language
Rights sold: Portuguese (Audivisual)
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Sentient level 5
It is necessary to prevent war.
LIN, captain of the University of Bilgia, needs to save TEO,
emissary and twin brother of the Sovereign Rea of Lena-Hatia,
captured by Bilgia two years ago. They have the help of NYX, the
enigmatic artificial intelligence that controls every computer in
Bilgia. Together they have to find out who wants a war between
Bilgia and Lena-Hatia. And survive to tell the story.
Author:
Carol Chiovatto
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 65-86099-67-6
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 152pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 240g
Genre: Romance
Rights available: For all language
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Ex-libris
When the used bookstore where Samanta and Davi first met is about to close, she feels
nostalgic and goes after a book to keep its memory. The store’s basement hides, among
other forgotten volumes, something different than what she is waiting for: the life story
of her best friend. The book has Davi’s initials on the cover’s footnotes and Ex Libris
written in gold.
She is skeptical when she starts reading the book, sure it is fiction. Going through the
pages, she notices it is a true story. The pages are full of her best friend’s life details, just
as they really happened. The narrative furthers on to her secret passion: Davi himself.
Even if her friend doesn’t believe about the object Samanta found, the ending is ever
neared. Davi’s death is predicted to be soon, in a mysterious fire. To save him, Sam
decides to do whatever she can to find the author and make him change the ending.
Author:
Fabio Brust
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-39-3
Format: B/W Polen Soft
Pages: 392pp
Dimensions: 14x21
Weight: 520g
Genre: Fantasy, Magical realism
Rights available: For all language
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The Black Hound of
Clontarf
The starting point was the notorious Battle of Clontarf, which took place in the
year 1014. A legendary fight between Vikings and Gaelics for the supremacy of
Ireland. However, Anrath was not on the side of the Irish victors led by Brian Boru.
Kidnapped as a child by Norse marauders, he fought in Clontarf alongside the
Vikings, becoming a hated and feared man.After breaking away from the band he
was part of, Anrath travels through Ireland as a mercenary, always haunted by the
past. Clontarf's Blackhound narrates fantasy-filled adventures in the style of Robert
E Howard. But, more than that, it focuses on the conflicts of a man trapped in a life
of violence, from which he cannot escape. The protagonist, Anrath, has a bit of
Akira Kurosawa's samurai: lonely and melancholy, he's not always on the side of
the winners. A more human hero than usual in Fantasy.
Author:
Cesar Alcázar
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-30-0
Format:
Pages: 160pg
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Fantasy, Pulp
Rights available: For all language
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Children of the Moon: the
legacy
To discover who you really are is just the beginning.
Can you imagine realizing that the life you learned to live is not the life you were
born to live?To learn that everything you believe in may not be entirely true? To
discover that creatures known as skin shifters live amongst us?
In Children of the Moon: Legacy, you’ll find a new universe of urban fantasy based
on Brazil’s reality. You are introduced to the adventures of Bianca, a teenager that
has no idea that her arrival in a new city would trigger a sequence of events that
would change her life completely and reveal the secrets of a dangerous world.
Author:
Marcella Rossetti
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-67901-52-7
Format: Sewed Brochure B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 488pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 700g
Genre: Fantasy
Rights available: For all language
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Children of the Moon: the
dark legacy
In the skin shifter’s lair, Bianca seems to have found a home.
But, while this world is even more threatening, she and Julian
have to find the last traitors. And they must do this before an
even greater threat comes. In Children of the Moon: the Dark
Legacy, the series’ second volume, Marcella Rossetti shows
her readers the darker side of the skin shifters. These
revelations won’t change only Bianca’s destiny, but that of all
the Karibaki universe.
Author:
Marcella Rossetti
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-52-2
Format: Sewed Brochure B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 480pp
Dimensions: 16x23cm
Weight: 700g
Genre: Fantasy
Rights available: For all language
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Pulp Multiverse:
sword and sorcery
In this volume, the reader will find 10 short stories that explore the
author’s fantasies and creative imaginations. Heroes and villains confront
each other in dark sceneries. Swords sink into monsters in faraway
places, ruins, temples and arenas. Magic emanates from young to more
experienced wizards. Adventure is highlighted in each page of the book.
Read it with some magic scrolls next to you, but don’t be mistaken: have
a sharp sword with you as well, to attack the most terrible creature in its
weakest point. Have fun!
Organizer:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-061-6
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 184pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Rights available: For all language
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Pulp Multiverse:
Space Opera
You will find a lot of adventure in outer space and on other planets.
Scientific expeditions, aliens, alternate pasts, pirates, fantastic ships and
technologies, bizarre monsters and space travelers are all present in one
book. Brazilian writers also explore the confines of the universe and
human relationships in the literature known as space opera. Get to know
the work of these authors. Before you take off, remember to review your
spaceship and your astronaut suits. And don't forget to prepare yourself
for diplomacy as well. Have a good time!!
Organizer:
Duda Falcao
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-65-86099-29-4
Format: B/W Pollen Bold
Pages: 184pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 250g
Genre: Space Opera, Fantasy
Rights available: For all language
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Isaac D
What if you woke up and were someone else? What if
unnamable creatures showed up everywhere?
What if only you noticed they were there? What if they came
after you? Would you run? Would you hide? Or would you fight…
Isaac D is a Light novel full of action and good humor, spiced by
many Lovecraft and pop culture references. A fantasy built on
humanity’s largest mysteries that brings together modern myths
and pulp story classics.
Author:
Leandro Pileggi
Editorial: Avec
ISBN: 978-85-5447-040-1
Format: B/W Lux Cream
Pages: 248pp
Dimensions: 14x21cm
Weight: 330g
Genre: Humor, Mystery
Rights available: For all language
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The Island
“This is an old and wicked island. An island of Phoenicians and merchants, of
bloodsuckers and frauds.”
Ana María Matute’s 1959 novel is a powerful and unsettling coming-of age novel, set on
Mallorca during the Spanish Civil War. It’s a stifling story of rebellious adolescence,
narrated by Matia, as she struggles against he domineering grandmother, schemes with
her mercurial cousin Borja and begins to fall in love with the strange boy Manuel.
Steeped in myth, fairy tale and biblical allusion, the novel depicts Mallorca as an
enchanted but wicked island, a lost Eden and Never Never Land combined, where the
sun burns through stained glass windows and the wind tears itself on the agaves.
Ostensibly concerned with Matia’s anxieties about entering the adult world, this internal
conflict is set against the much wider, deeper, and more frightening conflict of the civil
war as it plays out almost secretly on the island, set in turn against the backdrop of the
Inquisition’s mass burning of Jews in previous centuries. These two conflicts shimmer at
the edges of Matia’s highly subjective account of her life on the island, where life is
drawn along painful and divisive lines.
Author:
Ana María Matute
Editorial: Balcells
ISBN: 9780241374283
Format: Paperback
Pages: 224pp
Dimensions:129 x 198 x 11mm
Weight: 145g
Genre: Literary Fiction, Coming-of-age, Adolescence
Rights Sold: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish
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WALLMAPU CULTURAL MAPPING
ELEMENTS TO DECOLONIZE THE MAP IN MAPUCHE TERRITORY
At the end of the 19th century, the military intervention and the practice of colonialism by both the
Chilean and Argentine States caused a break that implied a deep process of deterritorialization that
affected the relationship of the Mapuche society with its geographical space, from the political,
economic, cultural and social point of view. This transgression of the relationship with the territory,
with nature, has implied a direct threat to the existence of the Mapuche "being", because, from the
perspective of the Mapuche kimün -of the Mapuche's own knowledge-, the territory, more than
representing a simple scenario or material support, is the foundation of existence.
This is how the Wallmapu Cultural Mapping tries to give an account of a world that needs to be
understood as a "historical-structural heterogeneity" and not as a Eurocentric totality. This book is part
of a process of decolonizing knowledge and power with/against colonial knowledge/power that has
contributed to the ecocide, to impoverish us from other ways of being with the world, savoring it at its
root. Knowledge and taste have the same origin.
The reference here is the East, the place where the sun rises, which is also a universal principle and
orientation. From here we place ourselves to begin to look at and understand the world and life in it.
Inspired by the orality of the elders, wise leaders and traditional authorities, and in long conversations
with members of the communities located in Kurakautin, the map of the ancestral territories, of the
places of cultural significance and of the relationship with nature of this fragment of the Mapuche
people was reconstructed.
Author:
Miguel Melin Pehuen
Pablo Mansilla Quiñones
Manuela Royo Letelier
Editorial: LOM
ISBN: 9789560011374
Format:
Pages: 144pp
Dimensions: 17x24pp
Weight: 270g
Genre: No Ficcion
Rights available: For all language
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